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Abstract

The introduction of the paper brings elements of the EU energy policy through three
development phases. In order to decrease deficit in energy resources, the Union required
from the member-countries to adjust their national energy policies to the common
strategic interests of the Union and to exploit the synergic effects' advantages brought by
the energy sector integration and common energy market.

In continuation the energy policy development and the newest reform of energy sector in
Croatia are analysed, which will introduce market relations and the rationalisation of
energy production and consumption into the sector.

The comparative analysis of energy policies and long-term tendencies of energy
development reveals some substantial similarities in the development of energy sector
and energy policy of the EU and Croatia. Therefore, it can be presumed the energy
reform implementation would bring Croatia close to the energy standards of the EU.

ENERGETSKA POLITIKA - MOSTU PRIBLIŽAVANJU HRVATSKE
EUROPSKOJ UNIJI

Sažetak

Najprije se iznose elementi energetske politike EU u tri razvojna koraka koja je, radi
smanjivanja deficita energetskih izvora, zahtijevala prilagođavanje nacionalnih
energetskih politika zemalja članica zajedničkim strategijskim interesima Unije i
iskorištenje prednosti od sinergijskih učinaka integracije energetskog sektora i
zajedničkog tržišta energije.

Potom se analizira razvoj energetske politike i najnovija reforma energetskog sektora u
Hrvatskoj, koja će u tom sektoru uvesti tržišne odnose i racionalizaciju proizvodnje i
potrošnje energije.

Iz te komparativne analize energetskih politika i dugoročnih tendencija razvitka
energetike, proizlazi da postoje velike sličnosti u razvoju energetike i energetske politike
između EU i Hrvatske i da će se u primjeni energetske reforme Hrvatska znatno približiti
energetskim standardima EU.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Energy sector represents a significant factor of the national economy development and
the population's standard of living. Due to unequal distribution of energy resources, many
countries worldwide cannot cover growing energy demands with their own resources.
Hence, they are forced to import energy from other countries.

Energy production and consumption require long-term planning, utilisation of modern
technological procedures, continuity of supply and building of a unique energy system.
Coal, oil and natural gas are the most important energy sources. The structure of their
production and consumption in national energy reports varies due to changes, different
price ratios, monopolistic positions of the energy manufacturers and distributors as well
as the change in the structure of economic activities.

Energy policy - as a form of state intervention in the energy sector - is an important
instrument of directing the energy sector development of national interest in order to
secure regular and sufficient supply of consumers with the energy. This policy is
indispensable when market mechanism cannot successfully achieve the same.

American energy expert, J.P. Holdrena (1996) suggested five elements, which are
relevant for the long-term world energy strategy:

increase of efficiency in energy exploitation,
reduction in environmental effects of the current energy sources,
alleviated transfer to more acceptable energy forms,
expansion of the international cooperation and assistance programs of developed
countries for developing and transitional countries,
halting the increase in world population at 10 billion people or less.[6]

2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE EU ENERGY POLICY

Following the establishment of the European Economic Community, a common market
for agricultural and industrial products was created. At the same time began gradual
building of a common economic policy in the free market system, which would be based
on free competition. Energy sector, as a very sensible field of the Community's economic
life, soon became a subject of growing interests of the Community bodies. The creation of
the common energy policy experienced three evolutionary phases: 1) from the
establishment of the Community to the oil crisis (1958-1973), 2) from the oil crisis to
1989[90 and 3) from the collapse of European socialist regimes and the acceptance of
the European Energy Charter to today.

During the first phase, when energy demands of the EEC countries could have been
easily covered with the import of cheep oil, these countries were not interested enough to
switch from their national energy policies to a common energy policy. Yet, the Community
bodies implied on many occasions their huge dependence on foreign energy resources
and the need to build the common energy market.
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In the second phase, after a great leap of oil prices, certain member-countries were
forced to restrict their energy demands and imports of expensive oil and to increase the
coal and natural gas consumption. The manufacturing expenses for industrial products
and the transport tariffs increased, together with labor unemployment, whilst economic
activities slacken.

These reasons were sufficient for the member-countries and Community bodies to accept
the challenge of accelerated build of the common energy policy. After manifold
discussions and suggestions, the bases for the policy were set through the establishment
of common energy goals until the year 1990. Those goals were: increase of energy
efficiency, reduction of oil consumption, greater usage of coal, nuclear power and
especially renewable energy sources, adjustment of the pricing and tax policy by new
market conditions and providing bigger competition in the energy sector of the
Community. At the same time the main instruments of the energy policy were adopted:
informational and financial state support, establishment of common energy legislation and
utilisation of some measures of industrial policy. [7]

The common policy faced in its implementation many difficulties of objective nature but
also the resistance of some member-countries i.e. their monopolistic manufacturing and
distributing enterprises. Yet, it achieved support from the USA, Japan and other
developed countries within the OECD. It also contributed to bigger co-operation with
countries within the OPEC. Still, the most important result was the progress in
development of the energy sector and gradual settlement of economic circumstances as
well as the increase of economic growth.

The European Energy Charter was accepted in 1994, during the third phase of the
energy policy development and after long-term preparations for the realisation of a unique
European market and accelerated build of an economic and monetary union. The Charter
made provisions for the assisted development of the energy sector of ex-socialistic
countries. It also represented a base for long-term development of the energy sector of
the Union following market principles, with the reduction of state regulations. The Charter
stipulated the EU to increase its efforts in building the unique energy market and the
implementation of the common energy policy. In spite of the resistance by some member-
countries, particular basic directions, goals, instruments and policies have been
established in recent years.

Long-term goals of the EU energy policy are finishing the creation of an internal energy
market, increase of energy efficiency, bigger usage of natural gas and renewable
sources, improvement of the EU's international energy relations with manufacturing and
consummating countries, including the countries of Central and Eastern Europe and
Russia, and more intensive environmental protection from energy pollution.

Main instruments of the new energy policy are: further expansion of informational and
financial support, new legal regulation of competition on energy market, further utilisation
of measures for environmental protection and specially aimed stimulation of the research
and renewable energy application. [9]

Although it is still too early for the progress evaluation in the realization of the policy and
objective determination of its effects, some contours of positive tendencies in the
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development of the energy sector of the EU are already visible. The consciousness of
common energy interests for all member-countries and their economies is strengthening.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF CROA TIAN ENERGY POLICY

The Republic of Croatia, as a small country with insufficient energy resources and a
certain dependence on foreign energy resources, also developed and improved its
energy policy. The policy went through two basic phases: 1) a phase of common state
Yugoslavia (1945-1990) and 2) a phase of Croatia's political independence (1991 till
today).

In the first phase, energy and the energy policy development of ex-Yugoslavia and
Croatia depended on the industrialisation policy. Until the oil crisis, in ex-Yugoslavia were
built most hydro and thermal power plants, big oil refineries (in Rijeka and Sisak), three
thermal power plants in Bosnia and Herzegovina and one in Serbia, a nuclear power
plant in Krsko (together with Slovenia) and an Adriatic oil pipeline up to the Hungarian
border and Pancevo (Serbia). Although the domestic production of oil and gas, various oil
derivatives and electric power increased in that way, Croatia was forced to import
significant quantities of oil, gas and pit coal. During 1980 the economy and the energy
sector were in recession.

The main characteristics of the Croatian energy policy were: dependence of the energy
sector on the interests of other republics in ex-Yugoslavia, the import of oil, coal, natural
gas and electricity, irrational energy exploitation due to its low prices, staggering
investments in the energy sector, seasonal electric power shortages and restraining
introduction of market relations into the energy sector.

Due to insufficient savings and irrational energy exploitation, in 1989 a program of
rational energy exploitation was accepted, yet its realisation was stopped by the collapse
of ex-Yugoslavia.

During the second phase, characterised by Croatian independence and building of
market economy in terms of war and transition, the energy system continued normal
functioning in spite of difficulties and the war. The electric power and oil derivatives
production increased, whilst the oil and gas production stagnated. Croatia ratified all
conventions on environmental protection and the European Energy Charter. It began
building a strategy of the long-term energy sector development until the year 2030, which
is in legislative procedure. [10]

That strategy provides basic elements for the energy reform and the introduction of the
energy policy, which is similar to the EU energy policy. Its fundamental goals are:
increase of energy efficiency, safe energy supply and purchase, energy diversification
and bigger usage of renewable sources, environmental protection and the introduction of
realistic energy prices to a free energy market.

Main instruments of the energy policy are: new legislative energy regulations, financial
support, modernisation of production technology, transport and energy distribution,
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organisation of energy centres at the state and local level, computer support, better
energy education of personnel and strengthening of international energy co-operation.

The energy reform in Croatia is related to many difficulties and restrictions (transitional,
technological, economic, financial, organisational and legislative). Essential investments
in the development and the energy sector reform annually amount to circa 1 billion DM,
accumulating from domestic and foreign sources.

The successful energy reform and the implementation of the energy policy will mainly
depend on the stability of the national energy programmes' elaboration, the volume of
consumers and local autonomy participation in the processes, the level of monopoly
restrictions in the energy production and the global energy loss restriction.

4. TENDENCIES OF ENERGY SECTOR DEVELOPMENT IN THE EU AND CROA TIA

Energy demand in the EU grew constantly, followed by its dependence on the energy
import since domestic resources covered its needs only partially. The self-sufficiency
level fluctuated annually dependent on local production: its average level decreased from
64.3% in 1973 to 58.5% in 1985 and 52.4% in 1990. In 1995, the level increased to
53.5%. The highest self-sufficiency levels are found in Great Britain, Denmark and the
Netherlands owing to mass exploitation of their natural gas and oil reserves. France
follows due to a high exploitation of nuclear energy[4].

Total gross energy consumption in the EU constantly increased (1,241 mil. TOE in 1980,
1,318 mil. TOE in 1990 and 1,367 mil. TOE in 1995); the final energy consumption
increased in the similar ratio (825 mil. TOE in 1985, 865 mil. TOE in 1990 and 899 mil.
TOE in 1995). The industry share in the structure of final consumption reduced (from
32.7% in 1985 to 28.7% in 1995); the household and tertiary sector share slightly less
(from 42.9% in 1985 to 40.6% in 1995); the transport share increased significantly (from
24.4% in 1985 to 30.7% in 1995).

The EU's total primary energy production from own sources showed a tendency of mild
growth (606 mil. TOE in 1980, 736 mil. TOE in 1985, 707 mil. TOE in 1990 and 741 mil.
TOE in 1995), but was insufficient to fulfil the growing energy demand. Therefore, great
quantities of energy had to be imported (527 mil. TOE in 1985 and 651 mil. TOE in 1995)
- mostly oil (about 70%).

The coal share decreased constantly in the structure of the domestic primary energy
production (from 42.5% in 1985 to 18.5% in 1995). The share of oil increased from 15.6%
in 1980 to 19.5% in 1988 and 21.5% in 1995, natural gas from 22.0% in 1980 to 16.8% in
1988 and 22.5% in 1995 and nuclear energy from 20.0% in 1985 to 27.7% in 1995.

The environmental protection measures contributed to the reduction of CO2 emissions in
the energy sector (from 3.3 mil. tonnes in 1980 to 3.2 mil. tonnes in 1990 and 3.15 mil.
tonnes in 1995). The biggest fall of the emissions was noted in industry (-0.9% per year).
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Finally, the energy price paid by industrial consumers showed a tendency towards
constant reduction, as illustrated in the following review (ECU/TOE)[4]:

- coal for steam
- masut
- natural gas
- electric power

1985
155.8
311.5
263.0
734.0

1995
110.0
118.7
117.0
568.0

Base index
1985=100

70.6
38.1
44.5
77.4

The terms for further energy development of the EU would worsen until the year 2010
due to the exhaustion of domestic energy resources. Yet, the total consumption will grow
further at the annual average growth rate of 1.7% for the period 1995 to 2000 and 1.0%
for the period 2000 to 2005. The oil will maintain a dominant part in the primary energy
consumption (42% until the year 2005), when it would take second place (more than
24%). The coal share will increase after the year 2000 due to advantageous prices and it
will hold a share of about 18% by the year 2005. The electric power production will
stagnate at the beginning of the 21st century due to the reduction of the nuclear energy
share and the introduction of market criteria in the electric power distribution^].

Global data on Croatian energy development are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Energy Sector Development in Croatia 1990-2010 [12]

Characteristics

Primary domestic production

Imported energy

Gross primary energy consumption

Direct consumption

- Industry share

- Transport share

- Households and service share

- Other consumption

1990
244.25

163.26

407.51

257.72

34.8

24.0

33.2

8.0

1995
203.32

114.91

318.23

185.85

25.4

27.2

41.3

6.1

Prognoses

2000
200.40

191.32

391.73

239.18

24.1

27.5

42.3

6.1

2010
178.87

317.21

496.08

336.93

25.3

27.7

40.5

6.5

Share

1995
64

36

100

2010
36

64

100

Because of insufficient domestic energy resources, Croatian primary production has a
tendency of constant reduction (64% in 1995, 36% in 2010), whilst the energy import will
grow constantly (from 36% in 1995 to 64% in 2010). Accordingly, the energy self-
sufficiency level reduces and the level of dependency on import of foreign energy
increases.

The oil share will reduce in the structure of gross energy consumption (from 46.3% in
1990 to 41.9% in 2010), although still dominating. The other resources share (27.3% for
natural gas, 20.5% for renewable resources, 6.2% for electric power and 2.3% for coal in
1995; i.e. 32.6%, 19.8%, 1.6% and 5.7% in 2010) increases.

The shares of particular sectors in the structure of final energy consumption will mostly be
maintained in the year 2010, at the level from 1995 with a mild increase in the transport
share (from 24.0% in 1990 to 27.7% in 2010).
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In 1997, the energy sector caused significant quantities of polluting emissions: SO2

74.704 Mg, NOX 69.073 Mg and CO2 16.073 Gg. It has been estimated that Croatia will,
by the year 2010, decrease emissions of the greenhouse gasses by 5% if compared to
the period 1985-1990. Besides, energy efficiency will significantly increase and a quality
system will be introduced; it will implement the ISO 14.000 standards in energy
enterprises and enterprises producing energy equipments 2].

5. SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES

Previous comparative analysis illustrates great similarities between the EU and Croatia in
tendencies of the energy sector development, goals and means of the energy policy,
regulation of production and energy consumption as well as in the restructuring and
development prognoses for the energy sector. Croatian strategy of the energy
development contains elements that are pretty similar to the EU energy policy, which is
also still in the phase of development.

Fundamental attributes of the policy are: orientation towards the market forms of energy
economy, maintaining necessary state regulation in order to secure wholeness of the
energy sector and stableness of the energy supply, structural changes in energy
production and consumption that consist of gradual abandonment of fossil fuels and
transition to natural gas and renewable energy resources, and general aim towards the
increase of energy efficiency.

Yet, the conceptualisation of the energy strategy and the policy are easier than their
implementation. The implementation would be complex, long-term and related to many
difficulties and efforts, requiring at the same time immense financial means. The chances
for its successful realisation are still higher in the EU than in Croatia because great
differences in their economic power and the environment would significantly aggravate
and slow down the realisation of Croatian energy policy and the approach of Croatia to
the European Union. Those differences are the result of historical, geographical and
economic circumstances: they can be reduced through Croatia's accelerated economic
development and bigger support of the EU.

The main differences between the EU and Croatia, which aggravate the approach of
Croatia to the EU standards in all fields (so in the field of the energy sector and the
energy policy development) are the following:

1. Whilst the EU member-countries developed in relatively favorable peaceful
circumstances after the World War II, Croatia was exposed to economic exploitation
and pressures of building a socialist system of ex-Yugoslavia. The struggle for its
independence continued through four years of war, which brought great human and
materialistic losses, heavy consequences of ethnic cleansing and the termination of
market relations with Eastern European countries. After the collapse of the socialist
system, Croatia began building a democratic pluralistic system, the market economy,
private entrepreneurship and free competition. This phase of transition requires big
adjustments, special efforts and long terming.
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2. The EU countries are mostly highly developed with the average gross domestic
product five times higher than the Croatian GDP. The development gap could be
reduced through accelerated economic development, increased saving and more
rational organization of economy and the public sector. This requires quite long period
of time (10 to 15 years).

3. Since developed countries of the EU are relatively wealthy, they can more easily
make bigger investments into the energy sector development. Croatia, on the
contrary, as a less developed country (whose accumulation was for centuries usurped
by foreign masters and in recent times exhausted by the war, reconstruction and
transition), always lacked own capital and had only restricted sources of domestic
savings at its disposal. Therefore, Croatia will be unable to allocate bigger financial
means for investments in the energy sector but it is forced to use increasingly the
foreign capital in the form of private direct foreign investments, joint ventures, capital
from international financial institutions and even foreign aid.

4. In the development of the energy sector the EU countries use many advantages from
the synergic economic and political integration effect, which enables easier
conduction of common energy policy, rational functioning of the unique energy market
and better negotiating position in relation with energy exporting countries (oil, coal
and gas). As a small country with deficient energy resources and technologically
outdated industrial and transport capacities, Croatia is forced to rely on own economic
forces and adjust rationally to the process of opening towards international market,
especially towards foreign capital, to the demands of modern globalisation not
endangering at the same time further development of domestic economy and the
wealth of its population.

6. CONCLUSION

Thus, economically and politically viewed, it is not disputable that the Croatian hew
energy policy, which is in all relevant elements similar to the EU policy, will significantly
ease Croatia's accelerated approach to the European Union. Yet, the real approach
would require overcoming many difficulties and great efforts.

Since Croatia has no other alternatives, it is justified to expect that the realisation of the
first successful results in the Croatian energy sector would stimulate the EU to provide it
with bigger support in overcoming objective difficulties for faster access to the Union.
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